
Dear Musician,

We thank you for choosing Buffet Crampon and the ClariMate.
This leaflet contains simple instructions and technicalities for discovering your ClariMate,
your gateway to silent practice and the realm of digital music.

Technical Terms

Throughout this manual you will find some technical terms used recurrently, which are useful
for a more complete understanding of the functioning of an electronic musical device.
Here is a brief non-scientific explanation of some of these terms. Please note that you do not
need to understand these terms in detail to make good use of your ClariMate!

Gain : Generally refers to the volume of an input or output of a device
MIDI (Musical Instrument Digital Interface): A communication protocol used for interaction
between an electronic musical instrument (your ClariMate) and a computer or synthesiser.
MIDI is explained further in the MIDI section of the manual.
Bluetooth : A wireless communication technology used to transmit data and audio signals
over short distances between multiple devices.
DAW (Digital Audio Workstation) : A type of software which lets you record and manipulate
audio signals within your computer (GarageBand, Logic, Pro Tools are all DAWs)
VST (Virtual Studio Technology) : A type of software which allows you to integrate virtual
synthesisers and effects into your DAW.
Synthesis : The different techniques of generating sound using an electronic source from
scratch
Physical Modelling Synthesis : A synthesis technique which uses mathematical models and
algorithms to produce realistic, “physics-based” sounds

Quick Start :

Your ClariMate should be partially charged when you receive it, but please charge it fully
before use for up to 4 hours; you can do this by connecting the included USB cable directly
to the ClariMate on one end and to a charger on the other end, just like charging your mobile
phone.

IMPORTANT : Do not use a charger with any other cable than with the charging cable
provided, as this may cause damage to your ClariMate and void your warranty

Note that a red LED light will turn on on the bottom left of the ClariMate when charging and
will turn off automatically when the ClariMate is finished charging.

Please note that due to the fingering detection technology used, your ClariMate will be much
more precise in note detection than an acoustic clarinet. We believe this will help musicians
using the device to be better clarinettists, with more accurate fingering placement, but you
may find it a bit different than what you are used to, as the ClariMate will not cover for
mistakes the way an acoustic instrument will!



While it is charging, you can download the ClariMate application for both your computer and
your mobile phone. You can find them on the Apple store and the Google Play store.

Once fully charged, you should be ready to get started!

Quick Start in USB mode

1. First fit the ClariMate tube into the ClariMate. Your ClariMate will not function properly
without the tube inserted. The tube is fitted into the ClariMate slot with the bigger less
flexible side of the tube (coloured black) going into the ClariMate and the smaller side
going into your clarinet (coloured grey).

2. Install your ClariMate onto your clarinet, between the mouthpiece and the barrel,
making sure it is very tight against the barrel, but make sure to not apply too much
pressure. The ClariMate is an instrument and should be treated with care.

3. You can now insert your mouthpiece above the ClariMate with the included active
reed, which is inserted into the mouthpiece and positioned like a standard reed.

4. Plug in your ClariMate to your computer using the provided USB cable, and launch
the ClariMate application on your computer.

5. Once the application is launched, turn on your ClariMate in USB-mode by holding the
top left button and pressing the top right button. Keep holding the top left button until
a green light turns on. This should only take a second.

6. Your ClariMate should automatically connect to the application, although it might take
a few seconds to show up. Once it does, you should hear a quiet chirping sound
coming from your clarinet. This tells you the unit is on and ready to be played!

7. Go to the training tab on the app, and select your clarinet model from the list (ex: if
you play a Buffet Crampon Prodige, you can select the Prodige from the list) and
press the restore button to send it to your ClariMate.

8. Wait a few seconds until the training set has transferred to your ClariMate. Now
return to the NOTE DISPLAY page and check that your clarinet model is recognised
by playing a few notes.

9. Once you’ve done that, you can now calibrate the reed. Press the “reed” button on
the bottom of the app. Leave the instrument outside of your mouth without pressing
on the reed and press okay. Next, play with your embouchure as tight as you can and
press okay.

Quick Start for Bluetooth Mode Android / iOS

1. Turn on your phone’s bluetooth and location services (location is required for
bluetooth to work properly, but your location is NOT used by the ClariMate app)

2. Open the ClariMate App and allow access to bluetooth and location services
3. Turn on your ClariMate by holding the bottom left (bluetooth) button and then

pressing the top right power button.
4. A blue LED should turn on and flash next to the bottom left button
5. Connect your ClariMate to your phone in your device’s bluetooth settings (the default

connection pin code is 5555)



6. Open the app and select your ClariMate if prompted
7. You can now edit all the ClariMate settings directly from your phone!

Quick Start for Bluetooth Playalong in Standalone mode

1. Turn on your phone’s bluetooth and location services (location is required for
bluetooth to work properly, but your location is NOT used by the ClariMate app)

2. Turn on your ClariMate in standalone mode and wait for the chirp to come on
3. Once the chirp is on, hold the two bottom buttons for about 2 seconds, the blue

bluetooth light should come on
4. Connect to your ClariMate via your phone’s bluetooth settings
5. Now play any song from your favourite streaming service and the audio will

automatically be sent to your ClariMate’s headphone output
6. Use the two left buttons on your ClariMate to turn the ClariMate volume up and down

and your phone’s volume buttons to turn the volume of the play along music track up
and down

Quick Start for Reed Calibration Standalone Mode

1. Press both the bottom right and top right buttons together to turn on the reed
calibration mode

2. Put the ClariMate in your mouth and bite down on the reed hard and press the
bottom right button

3. Take the ClariMate out of your mouth and press the bottom right button again
4. After a short delay, the ClariMate will start in standalone mode with the reed

calibrated
5. If it does not start correctly, the procedure will restart. Please make sure the

ClariMate reed is well adjusted and repeat steps 2 through 4.

Quick Start for MIDI Use (Beta functionality)

What is MIDI? MIDI stands for Musical Instrument Digital Interface. It is a communication
standard that allows musical instruments with each other. MIDI is used by the large majority
of digital instruments today, such as synthesisers, computers and your ClariMate! MIDI
transmits only data, not audio and is often used to “control” a sound system (such as a
synthesiser). In this case, the “controller” transmits data such as pitch (the frequency of the
note), velocity (how hard the note is played), volume (the amplitude of the note), and many
more in the form of CC messages. A CC message is used to control different characteristics
of a signal, for example CC7 is associated with master volume, while CC2 is for breath
control. The CC values can be sent between 0 and 127.

The ClariMate can send four different MIDI values simultaneously: Pitch (through the notes
you play), expression or breath (through the intensity of breath), pitch bend (through the
ClariMate reed) and velocity (through the note’s attack strength)

1. Enable MIDI in the settings menu of the ClariMate Mac or Windows app, by clicking
on the menu icon (three horizontal bars) and clicking on the MIDI option

2. Check the “enable MIDI” box



3. After a few moments, MIDI should now be enabled
4. Select which CC the breath should go to (default is CC2).
5. Open any VST program from your computer and go to the MIDI settings screen,

select the ClariMate there
6. You can now use your clarinet, your ClariMate and MIDI to control any virtual

synthesiser or even hardware synthesisers as long as they accept MIDI connections.

App Overview

The ClariMate app allows you to adjust all the ClariMate settings in one place. Available on
your phone and on your computer, you can connect to it via bluetooth or USB.

The ClariMate app has 4 different screens: Note display (home), Note Training, Synth
Controls, and Breath Controls

Note Display
This displays the note you are currently playing, both in terms of fingering and in terms of its
position on the staff

Training
This is where you can retrain your ClariMate in case it is not recognising the fingerings you
are playing correctly. You can also load preset fingerings in this section and save your
custom fingerings.

Synth Controls
This is where you can control the sound of your ClariMate. You can change the volume, the
environment volume (This is used to adapt the ClariMate to the ambient noise of your
environment) and you can transpose the ClariMate, as well as change the reed opening.

Breath Controls
The breath controls section allows you to set the breath threshold (the point at which your
ClariMate starts to make a sound). A higher threshold means you have to blow harder to
make a sound. A lower threshold means it is easier to make a sound. Setting the threshold
too low can result in a sound being permanently played. You can also use this screen to
calibrate the ClariMate active reed.

Fingering Training Mode : E2-G5 and E2-C6
1. The ClariMate by default should recognise all notes from low E to high G with some

alternate fingerings. If you would like to go up to high C with more alternates or your
chosen fingerings for your instrument do not work properly (ie. notes are not
recognised as they should be, the sound is skipping between notes, etc.) you can
redo the training manually

2. Go to the application training tab and hit the Train button
3. Select which level you would like to train. The level of training determines what notes

are recognised. The first level will allow you to play from low E to high G, while the
second level allows you to go all the way up to high C with more alternate fingerings.

4. A prompt will ask you whether you prefer training by blowing (best if using ClariMate
alone) or by clicking the Rec button (best if using with another person or a professor)



5. You can either choose to redo the entire training set or simply choose the notes that
are not responding well

6. Each prompted note will give you a recommended fingering, but feel free to use your
own fingering method

7. Make sure not to leave your unused fingers laying on the keys as this can cause a
disturbance in the recognition method.

8. If you have chosen to activate training by blowing, you only need to blow a very short
stream of air for each note(think of playing a staccato eighth-note immediately
followed by a rest)

9. If you have chosen to activate training using the rec button, make sure you have
someone with you who can click the rec button while you have the correct fingering.
You do not need to blow into the ClariMate in this mode.

Software/Firmware Updates

1. Connect your ClariMate to your computer via USB
2. Open the ClariMate app on your computer
3. In the top left corner, click on tools, then Update Software
4. First update the ClariMate by selecting the Firmware tab
5. Select the firmware version you wish to install and click download
6. Once downloaded, click on update instrument
7. Leave your ClariMate plugged in while updating, this can take a few minutes
8. Once the update is complete, return to the update selection screen and select the

Applications tab
9. Select the application version you wish to install and click download
10. Once downloaded, follow the installation procedure on screen

Cleaning Instructions
1. Make sure your ClariMate is fully turned off, and unplug it from its charger
2. Remove the rubber tube by pulling lightly until it comes off
3. The tube can be washed with water once removed, and air dried
4. Your ClariMate can be cleaned with a dry cloth on both the mouthpiece end and the

barrel end
5. The ClariMate reed can be cleaned carefully with some warm water and air dried or

dried with a cloth. Make sure not to apply too much pressure on the moving parts as
this may damage the reed!

6. Do not put any cleaning material through the ClariMate breath hole or inside the
headphone or charging ports, as this may damage the unit and void your warranty

7. Do not put any liquids on the ClariMate itself as this may damage the unit and void
your warranty

Troubleshooting
If your ClariMate is having any issues, please follow these steps

1. Make sure it is fully charged by plugging in the supplied charging cable to a wall
adapter for 4 hours



2. Download and install the latest firmware and app updates in the app as detailed in
the Software/Firmware Updates section of this guide

3. If your ClariMate is unable to start, you can start your ClariMate in safe mode by
following these steps

a. Press and hold the two left buttons (USB and Bluetooth) and press the power
button.

b. Release the buttons after 1 second. Your instrument should start in safe mode
with a yellow LED.

c. Follow the update instructions listed in the Software/Firmware Updates
d. Restart your ClariMate normally (not in safe mode)

4. Contact Buffet Crampon support on our ClariMate.us website

Technical specifications :

● Reversible hybrid instrument allowing you to turn your clarinet into an electronic wind
instrument

● Adapts to any Bb or A clarinet with customisable fingering recognition
● High-quality breath sensor with realistic clarinet settings.
● High-quality onboard clarinet sounds thanks to physical modelling technology
● LIthium-ion battery for up to 4 hours battery life
● USB-C port for connecting to a computer, charging, MIDI and software updates
● Bluetooth included for a seamless play along experience and changing settings

through your phone
● Realistic reed positioning and usage emulating acoustic clarinet embouchures
● Headphone/line output through ⅛” port
● 5.4cm x 6.9cm x 8.0cm and 45g

Box contains :
● USB cable
● Carry case
● 2 (two) active reeds
● ClariMate unit
● Breath tube
● 3 (three) plugs of diameters 2mm, 3mm and 4mm



Button and LED functions :

1. Power on in standalone mode. Power off. Turns on the orange LED.
2 + 1. Power on in reed calibration mode.

2. Validate open and closed reed calibrations (only while ClariMate is turned on in reed
calibration mode)

3 + 1. Power on in bluetooth mode. Turns on the blue LED.
3. Volume down.

3 + 2. Activate bluetooth for playalong (only while the ClariMate is turned on in standalone
mode).
4 + 1. Power on in USB mode. Turns on the green LED.

4. Volume up.
4 + 3 + 1. Power on in safe mode. Turns on the yellow led Useful only when your ClariMate
is not responding.


